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WE’VE GOT YOU 
COVERED!

Tama



KNOWLEDGE TRAININGSERVICEWE’VE GOT YOU COVERED.

We aim to bring a benefit to your business, 
increase your baler output and provide 
assistance if needed.

Tama Assist is your dedicated support network  
before, during and after the season.

They know what I need, 
because they’re farmers too.
Tama has a unique mix of agricultural experience 
and manufacturing expertise. Tama’s products 
for crop packaging are made to run reliably and 
consistently – every time. As farmers ourselves, we 
understand why this is critical for you.

Our ability to identify and support the needs of 
our customers have enabled Tama to become the 
world’s leading supplier of Netwraps and Twines.



The Best Just Got Better

Better Than Ever

RELIABILITY
Better Than Ever

CONSISTENCY
Better Than Ever 

COVERAGE

TamaNet+ is a unique process 
developed exclusively by Tama.
We know that the last thing you 
need, is one more thing to worry 
about. When you get that window 
for baling, you need a net that 
will perform, no hassles and no 
questions asked. And that’s what 
you get with TamaNet+.

Choose the right product for your needs:

• Reliable, trouble-free baling 
• Perfect bales every time
• In all balers
• In all conditions

4500m

3800m

Width Maximum 
Diameter

Rolls per 
Pallet

123cm 29 cm 28

123cm 27 cm 28



YOUR
RIGHT
TWINE!

Maximize Your Baling Performance!

Large Square Bales
TamaTwine+ for Large Square Bales comes in a range of products designed 
to suit your needs. Based on the colour scale below, you can choose either 
the strongest twine for your most demanding baling conditions, or opt for 
the longest pack length. Whichever twine you choose, you can count on high 
performance that will not let you down.

Uniform spool shape to ensure 
trouble-free running in the baler.

Unrivalled knot performance, flexible and strong  
for 100% reliable tight knots on your bales.

LONGER LENGTH PACKS => LESS CHANGES => HIGHER OUTPUT
Extra pack length for less spool changes, less waste and higher 
efficiency.

TamaTwine+ Features:

The only Big Baler twine range fully validated 
by ALL THE MAJOR BALER PRODUCERS.

Reliable, 
Non-stop baling

Small Square Bales
A full range of conventional 
twines for small square straw 
and hay baling.

Round Bales
The TamaTwine+ range 
includes premium fine twine 
for round bales.

HD Extra
Pack length 2600m
Specially designed for use in balers in the ‘Extra’ high-density sector, for 
making extremely dense bales, or when baling in extreme conditions — 
high temperatures, low humidity.

LSB Power       
Two-Spool pack length 2600m    

    or
LSB Power XL 
Single Super Size pack length 1650m 
The best performing options for all crops and balers where higher density is 
required. Use these for silage and for higher density hay and straw bales. 
Resistance and performance as Type 130

Big Spool Type 72
Pack length 9,600ft
A standard big bale twine, suitable for use in all crops and in normal 
baling conditions.

Big Spool Type 86
Pack length 10,600ft
A twine suitable for use in any big baler, when only the lowest bale density 
is required. Gives the maximum spool length.



After 20 years of baling and trying most brands Tama 
has been the most consistent and favoured Netwrap 
products by the guy on the baler and the farmer.

The new Tamanet+ is another level of consistency and 
reliability that is unrivalled by any other brand.

TamaTwine+ have very good strength and it’s very thin 
so it’s make a good knot in the baler. It works great and 
can take more loads compare to the other twines I’ve tried. 

Jeppe Bang Jensen, 
Morten Bang Jensen Farm, 
Denmark 

Michael Dunning, 
Thomastown, Ballydangan, 
Co Westmeath, Ireland
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